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A VISUALIZATION STUDY OF SECONDARY FLOWS IN CASCADES 1 
By HOWARD Z. HERZfG , AR'I' I-! R ' . HANSEN , and GEORGI'] R. 0 n ' T. LO 
S MMARY 
Flow-visualization techniques aTe employed to a certain the 
::;treamline pattems oj the nonpotential econdaTY fl ow in the 
boundary layers oj cascades, and thereby to provide a ba is for 
more extended analyses in tUTbomachine. The th ree-dimen-
'ional deflection oj the end-wall boundary layer re ults in the 
formation of a V01·tex within each ca cade pa sage. The i ze 
and ti ghtness oj the vortex generated depend upon the main-flow 
turning in the cascade pa sage. Once jormed, a vortex ?'esists 
tuming in ub equent blade TOWS, with consequent unfavorable 
angles of attack and po ible flow distuTbances on the pres ure 
surjace oj subsequent blade r{JWS when the vortices impinge on 
these surjaces. 
Two major tip-clearance effects aTe ob erved, the jormation oj a 
ti p-clearance vortex and the scraping effect oj a blade with relative 
motionpa t the wall boundary layer. Theflow potteTns indicate 
method j01' improving the blade tip-lo(Lding characte?'i lics vj 
compre SOl' and of low- and high- peed turbine 
J TROD CTIO 
An importan~ problem ari ing in the design of tUl'bollla-
hine and ill the analysi of their performan ce i an und eJ"-
s~anding of th e na~Ul"e and influence of so-called secondal'Y 
flow , which are h ere defin ed as any motions of boundary-
layer fiuidhavmgcomponenL of motion normal to the through-
flow directions . These econdary flow , which are l i.l'ectly 
responsible for boundary-layer accumula.tions and boundary-
laycr fl ow within the pa age of Lhe turbomachine, of~en 
lead to ignifi canL aerodynamic 10 e. The id eal answer 
10 111 is problem would be a practical de ign proced urc ba ed 
on Lhe comple~e olution of the tbree-dimensional v i co us-
flow Cjuation in the actual turbomachine configurat ion. At 
~b c present time, such olutions hav not beenobtai.ned becau e 
of the mathematical complexity of the problem involved. 
In practice, therefore, the fluid flow in turbomachine i 
studied by considering separately the main flow (taken to 
be a perfect, invi cid fluid) and the boundary-layer flow (in 
whi ch all the vi cosity phenomena are con idered to be con-
cen trated). This, of COUTse, qualifies somewhat Lhe r e ults 
of the analysis. Furthermore, practical tlu'ee-dimen ional 
olu tions have not been obtained even for th e thu diA'el'-
cntiated flow r egion , and additional simplifying a ump tion 
are required, which , in t urn, fur ther qualify the 1'e ult . 
On thi account, CUTren blade de ign method for turbo-
machine are based mainly on modified two-dimcn ional or, 
more recen tly , on qua i-three-dimen ional £low theOl'ie of 
perfect, invi cid £I uid . The de ign i then refined by allow-
ing for uch factors a boundary-layer thickn ss and growth 
by use of formula developed from cla ical tudie of simple 
flow configuration . Inheren t in thi procedure i the as-
sumption that uch corrections for the effects of vi cosity can 
yield good approximation of the real-fluid behavior in actual 
t urbomachine. Thi combination of implified flow tbeorie 
with adj u tment for boundary-layer effects has made possible 
the achievement of fairly ati factory de ign procedure for 
turbomachines that operate at low- and moderate-flow peed . 
However , with the trend toward high-speed, high-mass-flo w 
turbomachines, the e boundary-layer eff ecL become in-
creasingly significant. A transonic velocitie are approach ed 
within the flow pas ages, the boundary-layer accumulation 
and three-dimensional bOLllidary-layer £lows, together with 
Lheir effect upon the main tream flow, give ri e Lo such laro-e 
deviation from the design flow condition that the e 
ordinary rough, qualitative adjustments are no longer ade-
qu ate. With useful solu tion of the complete flow quation 
still remoLe, the designc!" has no recou!" e buL Lo r fine hiE 
q uali tative acl j u tmen L procedures in an effort Lo compen ate 
more succe fully for the increased boundary-laycr devia-
tions. The designer is th en confron ted squarely wiLh the 
need for obtailling more a curate, fundamental informa-
tion concerning th e nature of the secondary flows in turbo-
m achines. 
lSupers~d es )l ACA 1' )1 294 7, " A Visualization Rtud y of Second ary Flows in Cascade,." by Arthur G. Efs115cn, H oward Z. Herzig, and George R . Costello. 
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With 1he direct approach to the problem (i. e., olving the 
complete flo,,' equaLion ) barred , various theoretical and 
rxpr rinlC'nLal in\' rsLigaLio ns h ave bern m adr, each of wlli ch 
b.v mea ns of certain simplify ing as umplion desclibr 
parLially Lh e manner in which secondar.v flows aiTrct th e 
performance of t urbomach i Il('S. In th ese analyses, usually 
one of Lwo mrthocls has been useclto r timate the dev iat ions 
in the exit flow ano-Ie and vdoc iti es clue to boundar.\' -laycr 
hehavior. The fU'st method (rcr. 1) is based principall.\" on 
airfoil theor.\", and the fl o\\- dC'viaLions a re eo nsid erecl a 
arising from (01' at lea t mC'asured by) t ra iling-edge vo rti ce 
associalc'cl wi th panwise yariat ion in ci rculation . Th e 
seco nd method (ref. 2 a nd :3, e. g.) is ba ed on the flow of an 
idea.l fluid in a channel willl varying inleL total pres ure, 
alld d.eviations arise h om lll e ap pearance of a vo rticity 
co mponent in the direction of the main fl ow. 
[n ti le investigation co nsidered, attempts were made to 
"i \'e a quali tati \Te p ictu re of seco ndary-flow behayior a nd to 
provide ' ome foundation for a.pp roximate los calcul at ion . 
Becausc' of the implif~" illg assumpt ion involved , howe\"(~r, 
thr que,· tion remains a to how aeeurately these method 
and var ion exten ions of th e e method dese['ibe actual 
flow p henomena, for example, in a cascade. An I wbile th e 
knowled e concerning the detailed treamline pattern of 
t he actual flow in a blade row i essen tial to an accurate 
understanding of the natu re and influence of s cond a ry flows, 
such inf rmation Ita noL been obtain ed to date from the 
aforemenlionecl techniques. 
The e consideration mo ti vated a serie of experimental 
inve tig tions at the XACA L ewis laborat ry to determine 
the l /'eamline paLLem in a ca cade. This report present 
the re ull of these inve tigatio ll s, in which fl ow v i ualization 
by mean of smoke and ch emical traces, as well as Lotal-
pre sure nnd flow-angle measurements, was u eel in order 
to ohtain an in igh t into thc three-dimension al boundary-
la.,'('[' fl ow pattern in typ ical axial-flow tUl'bomachincs. 
Photograph of the variou flow patLern obtail1ecl by the 
\'isual ization procedul' s a /'e presented. By obtaining clireol 
evidence of lhe flow paths hy th e careful applicat ion of th se 
visualization teehni ques, tbe fundamental as umptions that 
mighL qualify the results of theoretical analyses wcrc 
a,yoidecl. 
Th e particular bounda /'y-la)' cr phenomena con idel'ed arc 
( L) seco lldary flow in th e shroud region, (2) radial transport 
of boundary-layer material , and (3) blade t ip-clear ance-
/' cgion secondary flows with and without relative motio~1 
bct ween the blade and end wall 0 1' hroud . 
nfortunate ly, because of lh e co mplie-ated three-
dimensional flow pattern, iL is difficult to a rriYe at an un-
([crstand ing of the secondary fl ows in a Lu rbomachin e by 
in tituting the st ud y of sueh fl ows di/'ectl.\" in the macbinC'. 
.\.ccordingly, fo r the first tep , the vi ualization tcc hniqu c 
wcre llsed to obtain Lhe s t/'eamline patterns in a tationary 
two-dimensional ca cade for a range of R eynold numbers. 
The secondary-flow behavior in the nd-wall ( ill'oud ) 
boundary layers was thu s observable wi thou t such di -
turbing influences a over-all radial pI' ure gradient or 
rotative effects. 
In ord er Lo ex tcnd this tudy to more gen eral configUl'a-
tions, thc influ enee of blade geom etry wa th n inve Ligate 1 
qu alitaLivrly by indepcndenlly varying stagger ano-le, aspect 
rat io, solidit.\', a nd angle of attack, and hy us ing bl ade fill ets 
in Lh e two-dim ension al eascade. A part of a more deLaileci 
st ud~' of th e effec l of high- turning on seeonclaJY flow , the 
secondary flow in r ectangular bend (whi ch have been the 
subj ect of many reeent inve tigations (d., ref. 4») were al 0 
studied by m ean of flow vi ualization. Furthermore, a 
compari on was made between the boundary-layer flows 
in sllch bends and in blade row wiLh imilar Lurning 
ecLions. 
The fl ow-v i uali zat ion technique was appli ed to an annular-
turbine-nozzle co, cad c at high ub oni(' and at super onic 
;,Iach numbers in order to extend the cope of this investiga-
tion to typical turbomacbine fiow condition where radial 
pre ure gradients and hock phenomena do exi t. The 
resul t of the vi ualization procedure were in trumen tal 
in successful interpretations of total-pres urI' and flow-angle 
m easuremen t made in reference 5. 
In order to imulate more clo ely the mechanical conditions 
in a turbomachin e, the two-dimensional ca cade \Va modified 
Lo enable th e study of the infiuence of blade tip clearance and 
relative motion between the wall and blade. Also, Lhe 
in teraction of the condary fiow in ucce ive blade lOW 
were il1\'estigaLed briefiy in tandem cascade. 
The llve tigation pre ented in this report i intended 
mainly a an exploratory inquiry into ome fundamental 
aspects of the bOlUldary-Iayer flow in Lurbomachine. The 
r esults of th e exploratory econdary-flow studie ouLlined 
constitu te an informational unit intended to be ba ic to 
general inve Liga t ions of Lh e actual secondary flows in Lurbo-
machine and arc preliminary to a more complete analy i of 
tb e Row in turbomachines. N ever th ele , th e in igh t ob-
lained into the' econdary -flow patterns and behavior i 
fundamental in nature. Thus, it may provide a ba i for 
correlat ion and interpretation of oth r experimental data. 
Wh en flow co ndilions a re ufficiently imilal' to tho e exi Ling 
in lhese Ludies, th e conclusions (lrawn h erein m ay likewi e 
serve to exlend th e understanding and co n'elat ion of other 
experimental data. 
It is flll'th er anticipated that th e flow behavior observed 
experimentally in the variou confio-uration may prove u e-
ful as a mean for evalu aLing the reasonablene of variou 
implifying assumpLion used in theoretical analyse. In 
particular, iL might erye as a criterion both in Lhe iniLial 
election of Lhe a sumptions and in estimation of th e phy ieal 
validity of analytically obtained 1'e ults. 
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APPARAT US AND PROCEDURES 
EXl>ERJMENTAI. SET PS 
All configmation discussed in this ection will be hown 
in the figme throughout th e report. 'iiVhere necessary, an 
insert appear on the photograph depicting schematically 
an overhead view of the configurat ion and the moke trace 
app aring in the photograph. 
Basic two-dimensional cascade.- The initial experimenLal 
inve tigation wa intended a a Ludy of the econdary-fl ow 
phenomena in a ca cade end-wall boundary layer uncompli-
cated by radial pres ure gradient or roLative force , There-
fore, th e basic tests were carri ed out in a two-dimensional 
teady-11ow cascade ( ee fig. 1) . The ail' 1,0 the ca cade was 
upplied by tbe laboratory combu Lion-ail' y tem anel wa 
discharged directly into the room. Because of Lhe con Lruc-
Lion of Lhe cascade, the inlet-air vclocitie were li111i Led Lo 
Mach number below approximately 0.4. 
,-Screens 
-Flow 
FIGU RE l.--1'wo-dimen ional teady-flow ca cade. 
The blade row consisted of ix J: A A 65(12)-10 blades 
mounted between two channel wall at a tagger angle of 45°, 
an angle attack of 11 0, and a turning angle of 20°. The olicl-
ity of Lbe ca cade wa 1.5, and the a pect ratio for the blade 
was 2.34. A row of static tap wa located on one wall one-
half chord upstream of the blade. At this same axial loca-
Lion, a X6-inch-out ide-diameLer probe was mounted in a sloL 
in the other wall for the introducLion of smoke into the air 
Lream at any desired point. All Le t were conducted in the 
half of the pas age adjacenL to the mooth wall containing 
the Latic tap in order to avoid any di turbances tha t might 
ari e becau e of the probe slo t. 
Modified two-dimensional cascade.- The con trucLion of 
Lhe ba ic two-dimensional ca cade was such that the blade-
gcomeLry parameters could r eadily J e varied independently 
over a wide range. In this fa bion Lhe flows through mOre 
general configw'ations could be tudied. The geometric 
parameter that were varied w re tagger angle, a pect raio, 
olidity, and angle of attack. Oth er te t involved tbe u e 
of fuleLs between the blade tip and Lhe wall. 
The 65(12)-10 blade mounting were sueh that Lhe blade 
'ould be moved to provide tip clearance between the blade 
Lips and the wall. The wall could furLh er be replaced by an 
endless moving belL, the direction and speed of which co uld 
be varied in order to Ludy the influence of rcla Live moLion 
between the blade and tbe wall . The ten ion on the beH 
was adjusted to prevent flow distw'bance du e to belt flap. 
Th tests were condu cted al three belL speed : low peed 
(belt speed well below airspeed), moderate speed (beLL peed 
approximately qual to air peed), and high peed (belt speed 
well above air peed). 
Three -dimensional cascade.- An annular-t tn'bine-nozzle 
ca cade was u cd to ex Lend Lhe invesLio-at ion of e ondary 
flolY to high sub onic and to uper onic ).Iach numbel' in a 
tbree-dimensional flow configuration (ref. 5) . A chematic 
view of the apparaLus i hown in figme 2. Ail' was upplied 
Lo this ca cade from th laboraLory combustion-ail' y tem 
an 1 wa eli 'chara'crl inLo the laboraLory altiLude xlJ au L 
ystem. 
Depression 
tank- ,\ 
Filtered 
air 
supply 
~ 
Air flow -
='!=9~"=':=f=tf' - ~Slatic taps 
at nozzle 
, 
Thermocouples -" ~ - Flow 
nozzle 
Straightening 
vanes - 7 
, 
~ -Nozzle 
blades 
I 
FIG RE 2.- chematie view of annular-nozzle ca cade te t ullit. 
Rectangular bends.- The blade row of the two-dimen ional 
ca cade was replaced by a row of heeL-meLal blade. The 
turning secLion of lhe e blade were concenLric circular arcs 
having turning angle of 45° . When long lraighL inlet and 
exit guides were provided, the pa age, thu form d. were , in 
cfl'ect, rectangular bend. The end wall in which the probe 
\Va mounted wa replaced by a Lucite wall Lo make it po -
ible to look directly into the en lire bend. The overhea 1 
photograph of the bend flow were taken [rom Llli posiLion. 
Another inve tia-aLion wa made of the 1'e tangular-bencl 
onfiguration, in which Lhe blade tmning sections were 60° 
eir ular arcs, all having the same radius of cLlrvaLure. The 
bend were made of heet alumi1lLlm and were moun ted ill a 
two-dimen ional ca cade wiLh a tagger angle of %('1'0. 
High-turning caseades.- The boundary-layer behavior in 
the 60° bends wa compared with that in a et of 60°-
circular-arc blade. These blade were heet aluminum 
and were mounted in the OO-stagger-angle configuration . 
The sole difference between this 60 (. ca cade and the 60° 
bend was thaI, the ca cade did not have Lhe LraighL o- uid-
ance ection at the inlet. In order to inve tigate the 
effects of relative motion between end wall and blade at 
high flow-turnino- angle, heeL-aluminum blades with 
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approximately 125° turning were used in the 45 °- tagge1'-
angle configuration. 
Tandem eascade.- The blade for the tandem ca cade, 
which w 1'e also made of heet aluminum, were u cd in the 
0°_ tagger-angle configuration. Each of the two blade 
row of the tandem cascade was mounted on an individual 
aluminum strip, which enable 1 the position of the two 
blade rows to be shifted relative to E'ach other in both lhe 
blade-to-blade and axial directions. 
The blade in the tandem ca cades were bent in circular 
arcs to give a turning of approximatel)" 60° earh. The 
upstream ca cade turned the fl ow 60° from axial (to the 
left a seen in the figure of this report). The econd or 
down tn'am cascade turned the flow back Lo lhe axial 
direction. 
FLOW VISUALIZATION 
Three methods were used lo visuali-e the flow patterns: 
(1) moke traces in the pa sage and on the blade and walls , 
(2) h.vdr gE'n sulfid e ga, reacting wilh a lead carbonate sus-
pension in glycerin painted on lhe walls and blade , and 
(3) paint flow traces on the surface at the higher gas-flow 
speed. Tbe smoke flow-vi ualization method wa Ll cd in 
the lwo-dimensional ca cad.es for test made al low speed 
(:30 fL I ee). At the higher speeds (lV1ach number of approx-
imale].," 0.4 in the two-dimensional configuration ancl higher 
:\Iach numbers in the annular cascade), the hydrogen ulfiC/('-
lead carbonale visualii"ation method. was used. At the 
ltighe t peeds slud ied in tbe annular cascade, the flow of 
the pain t on the shrouds and blades provided add i tional 
information concerning the secondary-flow beha vior. 
Photographs '\"ere taken of the traces obtained b," adm il-
ling moke or hydrogen ulfide through the wall st~t i c taps 
and through the probe at either the wall itself or in the 
passage. As will be demonstrated, the agreement beLween 
lhe probe ann static-tap traces showed that the probr did 
noL dist rb the now in the pas age suffici enll.\T to af\'eel 
lhese test . 
Smoke traces.- Smoke ,,·as produced by hlll·ning oil-
soakrd cigars wilh servi ce air (fig. 3). Thi. melhod of 
generating smoke ,,"as found lo be superior, for thi appli-
calion, Lo other metbods used cl ewhere. In particular, the 
moke wa nontoxic, noncotTO ive, easil~- generated, and of 
ufficienl inten it)' to be photographed. The l·ate of smoke 
proclucLion and injection into the air stream were carefully 
con trolled by mean of etthng bottles , pres ure regulators , 
and bleeds in order to make po si ble close match in g of the 
local direction , Yelocity, and density of the a ir stream . In 
order to maintain the moke traces intense enough for photo-
graphing, the inlet-air velocity wa held at approximatel.\" 
30 fret per second when the smoke visuali.za tion method 
wa u eel. The smoke-Ia·ace method wa particularly 
advanlageous, because it wa possible thereby Lo visualize 
the streamline any place in thE' pa age as well a directly 
on lhe walls and blade. K 0 difficulty was enco untered 
with difrusion of smoke into ail". However, it is difficult to 
pres en t the rf'sults photographicall~-, beca u e the photo-
graphs cannot show the three-dimensional movement of Lho 
(race , which appear, instE'ad , a projections against tho 
- ------- --
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FI GURE 3.- Smoke geIlerator. 
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passage walls or again t the blades. In addition, suitable 
photographs arc difficult to obtain for regions of low conlra l. 
Hydrogen sulfide traces.- In order to obtain flow traces 
at highee airspeed, the following proced ure was adopted. 
The waU and the blades were covered with a paint of lead 
carbonate in glycerin and alcohol. As the hydrogen sulfid e 
,,"a in troduced through the tati c taps or through the pro be , 
its path along the blade and on the wall wa ob ervable a a 
brown Lrace on a white background. rrhi reaction is semi-
permanent and accumulative. The procedure , therefore, 
wa to introduce the h~"drogen sulfide at such raLe Lhat the 
local velocity and direction of the air stream could be matched 
closely and Lhe di tUl"bance of the local fl ow minimized. 
This was cont inued until a photographable trace wa ob-
tained. Furthermore , the molecular weigbt of h.rdrogen 
sulfide is close to that of ai r, wh ich minimi?es the difl"u ion 
clue to den iLr diflerences. Di advanLage ' of tb e method 
are that Lhe ga is highly toxic and corrosive and the reaction 
must proceed for a long t ime in order to obtain , ufficient 
color contra L for photographing. 
Paint flow traces.- .\.L the higher 11ach number , the 
oft, nonclrying painL u rd in these test would flow along the 
painted surfaces and trace Ollt flow pattern. It will be 
demonstrated b)T compari on wi th hydrogen sulfide trace 
that the paint flow trace can indicate the flow cond ition 
directly at the surface involved. 
TEST PROCEDURES 
In any experimental inve tigation it i. necessary Lo estab-
lish the validi ty of the procedure involvecl in order to enSUl"e 
the rehability of the results. In the following parao-l"aphs , 
thc test procedure are di cu sed, and lhe ba. e for confidence 
in the results oblained arc briefly indicated. Reference are 
made to the variou oclions of the report wh ere each of tho 
consid erations involved here is di cussed in greater detail. 
Probe investigation .- The experimental inve tigation of 
econdary flows was begun with the ba ic two-dimen ional 
caseacle at low airspeeds. moke vi uahzation l chnique 
were employedlo trace out the flow paLlern in the rnd-\\'all. 
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boundary layer of till ell, cade, in which uch complicating 
factor a radial pre sure gradient or rotative force were 
eliminated . I t was con idered de irable to use the probe for 
tbe introduction of the smoke for the low- peed test, becau e 
with the probe a point-by-point traver e aCl'OS the inlet 
ection ju t upstream of.the blades could be made. Thus, it 
wa nee ary to e tablish th reliability of the prob results; 
this was done by comparing the treamline pattern obtained 
by usc of tbe probe and the tatic Laps for in troducing moke. 
Figures 4 to 7, which show the deflection patterns in the wall 
boundary layer , are u ed for thi purpose and will be di -
cus ed fully in the INITI AL LOW-SPEED INVESTI GATION section 
of RE ULTS AND DISCUSSION. (Throughout this report, 
except whE'n specified otherwi e, Lhc photographs pre nted 
wero takon with a camera downstream looking upstream 
into the di charge section.) Example of probe surveys of 
tbe econclary-flow pattorns in tbe basic two-dimensional-
casca,cle wall boundary layer are hown in figures and 9. 
Hydrogen sulfide investigation.- A noted earlier , the 
1I e of moke trace proved unsuiLable at tbe higber air 
velocit ies, and under these condition one method of v isual-
izing tho flow was by means of bydrogen sulfide. The Lend-
oncy of the hydrogen sulfide to spread out rendered impo ible 
Lhe maintenance of the t raco as a well-defined line. Bocause 
of tho increased turbulonce aL Lhe higher ail' volociti o , the 
hydrogon sulfide could not be confined to a layer at a specifiod 
eli tance from the wall bu t wa distributed tlu'oughout tho 
entire hoigh t of the boundary layer. Therofore, the hydrogen 
ulfid e trace indicate tho flow paLh of a r eo-ion of the 
nt ring boundary layor in tead of an individual path . 
H enco, pictures of theso traces, in genoral; resemblo figure 
4 (b) and 6 (b), where the moko wa in trodu cod at orne 
posiLion away from tho wall. Figures 10 to 12 illu trato the 
kind of " wido' traco typically obtained wi th hydrogen 
ulfide. 
Paint-trace investigation.- J uslification for con idering 
the patterns obtained by the flow of the nondrying paint 
indicativo of boundary-layer flow paths directly at the 
urfaco was obtained by a compari on of the hydrogen 
ulfide trace wi th the pain t Lraco in figure 10 (c), whore tho 
imilari ty between tho pattern obtain ed is notoworthy. 
Tho obvious preca utions arc that the paint mu t be non-
drying and capable of flowing whon subjected to the air-flow 
o- radion t and al 0 that the Lest duration mu t be ufficien t I:> , 
to en Ul' O that the paint attain a final pattel'll rath er than 
merely some in termediate paLtorUE. N evel'theless, the 
assllmption that paint flow trace COr1'8 pond to air-flow 
pa th can be con idered valid only when confirmed by 
additional oxperimen tal evidence. 
Inlet boundary-layer conditions.- For convenience in Lhe 
course of making the modification to tbo ca cade as required 
for tho goometric configura tion undor t udy, various length 
of inlet section, con tructed of different materials, WeI' 
u ed, bocauso preliminary chocks showed (within wido 
limit ) that the thickness of the inlet boundary layer did 
not affect the type of resul t obtained. Thi eonelu ion j 
affirmod by noting that tho g nera1 character of tho funda-
mental seco ndary-flow phenomona i unchangecl over tho 
widc range of 'ondi tion investigatod. 
RE ULTS A ' D DISCUSSIO 
INITIAL LOW-SPEED INVESTIGATIO 
The fir t stage of the experimental inve tigation of 
econdary flow wa the visualization of the treamline 
patterns in the wall boundary layer of the ba ic two-
dimensional ca cado. The mainstream air volocity was 
maintained at approximately 30 feet pel' econel, which per-
mitted the u e of moke for visualizing. 
Spanwise variation of defl ection.-The initial pha e of the 
oxperimental program wa concerned with determining tho 
na ture and mao- ni tudo of the deflection of the wall boundary 
layer from tho pre Ufe urface of ono blado toward the 
suction surfaco of the adjacent blade. Tho progre ive 
incroase in flow doflection as tho wall i approached is 
qualitatively di cu ed in the li tera turo. The flow deflection 
of moke traces for throe panwi 0 po itions i shown in figure 4. 
In figw'o 4 (a), the smoko is admitted from tbe tatic tap with 
a velocity sufficien t to project the smoke tream approxi-
mately X inch from the wall. In figure 4 (b) , the moko 
velocity i reduced to tho point where tho moko i projected 
approximately Y inch from tho wall. In figu re 4 (c), tho 
moko velocity is further roduced 0 that lhe moko Lubo 
li e against the wall in the vicinity of tbe tap. By uprr-
imposition of tbe e throe photograph , the variations in 
deflections are evident (fig. 4 (d)). 
The resul ts of the spanwi 0 survoy, hown in figure 4, 
demonstrate visually tho increase in flow doflection in tho 
wall boundary layer as the wall i approachod, as an ticipated 
in the literature. In figure 4 (c), tho streamlino path in the 
boundary layer very near the wall i cloarly seen to cro 
the pa sage and to arrive at the suction urface of tho pa -
sage well upstream of tbo blade trailing edge. 
Reliability of probe a.nd static- tap results .- Tho deflec-
tion in the boundary layor along tho wall whon smoke i 
admitted tlnough a stH,tic tap located up tream of the blades 
is shown in figure 5. The smoke trace in figuro 5 (b) was 
made by tbe moke that remained in the static ap from tho 
timo of the previoLl photograph (fig. 5 (a)). In figure 5 (b), 
tbe pressure drop from outsido the tunnel to the tatic pres-
ure at the wall in id e was negligible, and 0 the residual 
moke mu t bo con id ered to have as umed the diroction of 
the air flow at tho wall; that i , it was not projected out into 
the air stream. Figuro 5 (c), a supol'impo ition of figures 
5 (a) and (b), indicate that, as these te t arc conducted , 
each of the moke trace so represented mu t be con idered 
as lying along tho wall in the noighborhood of i t respectivo 
tap . '1'his procedure was useful in establi hing bat the flow 
patterns at the wall it olf could be vi ualized prop rly by 
mean of moke traco . 
The deflection pattol'lls obtained by a panwise smve.v 
tbrough the boundary layer, u ino- the probe to introduce 
the moke, are shown in figUl'e 6. Paralleling tho test for 
£i.gme 4, the prob wa po itioned 0 that tho mol e \Va ad-
mitted X inch from the " 'all (fig. 6 (a)), Ys inch from the wall 
(fig. 6 (b)) , and at the wall (fig. 6 (c)). The uperimposition 
of figme 4 on fio-uro 6 i hown in figure 7. The close agree-
ment between I'·ho streamline patterns obtained demonstrates 
that tho presenco of tho probe doe not unduly distmb the 
flow and that, undor tho te t condition , tbo probe results 
are reliablo. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.---------------------------------------, 
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(a) mok e t r ace )4 inch from wall. 
(e) moke t race on wall. 
FIG RE 4.--Varialion of flow defi eclion ill boundary layer. 
(d) 
(b) 'moke t ra c Ys inch from wall. 
(d) Superimposition of (a), (b), a nd (c) . 
moke in t roduced l hrough wa U slalic lap . 
C·29952 
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(b) 
(c) 
(a) 'moke through static tap . (b) R esidual moke Lhrough static tap. 
(c) uperilllpo~itioll of (a) and (b). 
FIG U RE 5.-Deflection of boundary layer along wall. Smoke int roduced through tatic tap up tream of blade. 
29304 -54-2 
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(a) Probe % inch from wall. 
(c) Probe again t wall. 
FIGURE 6. Variation of flow deflection in boundary layer. 
(d 1 
(b) Probe Ys inch from wall. 
(d) upcrimpo ition of (a), (b), and (c). 
mok e introduced through probe. 
C-29953 
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(c ) 
(a) Figure 6 (a ) a nd 4 (a ). (b) Figures 6 (b) and 4 (b). 
(c) Figure 6 (c) a nd 4 (c). 
FIG URE 7.-Superimpositioll of fi gure 6 a nd 4 demon trating the reliabili ty of p robe re ults for Bow vi ualization. 
r ----------------------------
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(0 ) 
(d) 
FIG RE S.--Flo\\" detlection in wall boundary layer of one pa age. make inlroduced by probe traverse along wall. 
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(e) 'uperimpo ilion of (a), (b) , (c), and (d) . 
FIr. URI!: .- Concluded. Flow cleflection in wall boundary layer of 
one pa sage. Smoke inLrod uced by probe t raverse along wall. 
Deflections along wall.- panwi e w'veys Lhrough the 
boundary lay r at other position acro the pa age yielded 
paLterns e sentially imilar to tho e in figures 4 and 6. In 
each cas , the streamline at the wall arriVf'd at the uction 
urffl ce of the blade at some point up tream of tbe trailing 
edge. 
Figu re enables a di rect comparison of repre en taLi ve 
paLhs of th e streamline obtained in one passage by a probe 
Lravel' e along th wall. In each case hown infigul'e 8, the 
smoke wa introduced wiih Lbe probe directl)T against the 
wall, whi ch, as wa demon traLed b.l· figure 7, serve to trace 
ouL the t reamline of Row in the boundary layer all the l\'all 
itl'elf aL Lhe probe location. The e paths are een in figure 
(e ) , a uperimposition of fi gures (a) to (d), to be confl uenL 
in th e corner at tbe suction urface of tbe passage near the 
tn. iling edge . Thi parti ular phenomenon of the COllver-
geD e of the e t reamlines to a smalll'cgioD in tLe corner \\'as 
neither IlnLicipatecl nor impliel el ewhel'e. 
Passage vortex formation .- Ono o[ the chief lrawback of 
the phoLographic presentaLion is tha t the ~moke trace are 
eon in Lho pllotographs onl.'· as projections again I, the pa -
S<1 0 'O \\'aIls or again L tho bl ade . To an actual observer pre -
enL aL the iime the Lest were macl e, Lhe t reamline pictured 
in figure (a) to (d) appeared La be clrall'n , as if b)' a now 
ink, 1,0 the co rn el' mad e by the , uction urface of the pas-
sage and lhe \I all , as hO\\'Jt ill figure (e) . As th e t ream-
lin es approac hed this region , th eir paLh took on a spiral 
LIl'i t (co lin Lerclockwi e in the ri gul'os pre l'nted iJerein) . 
Thu , the smoke Lreamline cro wg the pas ao-e in figure 
(d) remained on Lhe lI'all unLil it reached Lhe corner. l.lpon 
reaching the corner , the major portion of the moke trace 
rolled up in a vortex and came ofT down Lream; however, 
the smoke in tbi vortex (fig. (d» was diluted by the rest 
of the bOllndary-Iayer ai r compri ing the vortex to th e extent 
hat it could not be perceived photograpbically at Lhis camera 
angle. 
A th e moke, during the probe traverse, Il'as introducecl 
progre ively clo er to the uction surface of the blade (fio- . 
(c), (b), and (a) , re pectivcly), tbc moke streamlines were 
ob en ed to deflect a ll-ay from the wall a they proceeded 
downstream. The pan wise def!. ction of these smoke traces 
increased in thi order, while tbe urvature of their path 
of approach to the blade d creased in th e same order. There-
fore, in figure (e), althou gh the streamline of figure 8 (a) 
appears to crO the oth er streamline, which is patently 
impossible, it actually cl ef! cted away from the wall farther 
than the other treamline and pa ed over them. This 
proce , whereby the boundary-laycr t reamline at and ncar 
the wall crOss the pa sage while orne of them arc di placed 
pan wise farther from th e walJ tban others, re ults in tbe 
formation of the o-call ed pus age Yortex. The patterns 
bown in figure iUu trate hOIl- part of th inlet boundary 
laycr rolls up to form part of tbe pas age vortex. 
The vortex formation, a de cribed here, occurred well 
in the passage and not as a trailing-edge phenomenon. When 
a smoke tream wa introduced neal' the blade leading edge 
in the cornel' formed by the suction surface and th e lVall, it 
was ob ervecl to a ume the arne type of counterclockwi e 
spiral rotation in th passage axially at approximately the 
blade mid chord po ition. Because of the tightnes of the 
piral and because th e photograpb how only path projec-
tions, it ha not been po ible to obtain a uitable photograph 
of tbi evidence of vortex formation within th e passage of 
the basic two-dimensional cascade. Photographic evidence 
of pa sage vortex format ion is presented with the section on 
SECO DARY FLOWS IN B ENDS AND HIGH-TURNING CASCADES 
At th e flow speed 1I ed for t bese tests, laminar epal'ation 
probably occurred on the suction urfaces of t he blade ncar 
the trailing edges. Wh n moke wa introduce I into the wall 
boundary layer (fig. ), a mall portion of tili moke eddied 
out onto the blad es into the separated-Row reo-ion. This low 
accumulat ion of smoke in the tagnant region produced th e 
den e traces seen on tIl(' blade. 
Deflections on blades.- The sLreamline lenecLion on the 
blad es caused by econ cl ary now j noted an I pictured in 
reference ] . Figure 9 pre ents the moke-trace patterns of 
tbi deHection. The make (fig. 9 (a» II'a admitted through 
the probe approximately ~{6 inch from tbe wall and in uch a 
position that the smoke t ream split ancl divid ed on the blade. 
In figure 9 (b), t he probe wa % inch [rom the \\' all , positioned 
o that the moke path lay on the pre lire urfac of the 
blade. In fio-ure 9 (c), with the probe at the wall , the smoke 
follol\'ed the uction urface of tbe blade. 
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. The manner in which the flow on the blade was deflected 
span wise toward the wall on the blade pressure surface and 
panwise away from the wall on the blade suction surface is 
clear in figme 9. A comparison of figme 9 (b) and (c) shows 
that the deflection on the suction surface \vas much greater 
than that on the pressure surface. Such large deflection 
differences were not to be anticipated from secondary-flow 
mechani ms similar to that described in reference 1. The 
large deflection difference evident in figure 9 is here princi-
pally aUributed to the area-blockage effect of the passage 
vortex near the suction surface, which causes a large deflec-
tion of the flow on the blade uction surface. The region 
between the smoke trace in figure 9 (c) and the wall i , there-
fore, a rough measure of the size of the passage vortex. 
As a re ult of the flow deflection off the blade pres ure 
surface, ail' flowed onto the pas age wall and wa ob erved 
to beco e the wall boundary layer for the region downstream 
of the smoke trace of figure 8 (d). The presentation of this 
phenomenon photographically was prevented by the rapid 
thinning of the smoke as it left the blade and diffu ed on the 
wall . This deflection will be shown photographically later 
with the high er-turning configurations. 
Remarks on initial low-speed investigation.- The secondary-
flow pattern in the basic two-dimen ional cascade at low 
airspeeds is a t lwee-dimen ional deflection of the flow in the 
end-wall boundary layer, both in thc panwise direction 
normal to the wall and acro s the pas age along the wall. 
As a result, the boundary layer roll up to form a passage 
vortex well up in the passage and not as a trailing-edge 
phenomenon. In the region near the low-pressure ide of 
the paSSlLO"e where the vortex forms, large gradients of pres-
sure and flow direction make it difficult to take accurate 
measurements. The complicated three-dimensional nature 
of this flow makes questionable, too, the applications to date 
of any two- limensional, or quasi-three-dinten ional, analyses 
of the flow pattern in the walll'egion and certainly influences 
the entire flow through the pas age. 
INITI AL HIGH-S P EED I NVES1'IGATIO 
In order to vi ualize the flow patterns at higher ail' veloc-
ities (larger R eynolds number ), it was necessary to u e the 
hydrogen sulfide and the paint flow-trace method. The 
construction of the two-dimensional cascade precluded it 
use for flows above a Mach number of approximately OA. 
Therefore, the annular-turbine-nozzle cascade rig was u ed 
for the higher ubsonic and for the supersonic Mach number . 
Deflections on wall in two-dimensional cascade.- The 
v i ualization of the flow along the passage wall and blade at 
Mach numbcrs of approximately OA is shown in figure 10. 
The pattern in figure 10 (a) was made by hydrogen ulfide 
introduced through a static tap up tream of the blades. A 
portion of the hydrogen sulfide trace that actually reached 
and flowed onto the suction smface of t he blade but was too 
faint to photograph is shown by the dotted line in figme 10 
(a). The toxicity and obnoxiou odor of the hydrogen sul-
fide prevented it 11 e in this ca cade (which di charg into 
the room) for the extended period of time required to darken 
the trace further. 
In order to circumvent this difficulty, an effort was made 
to concentrate the hydrogen ulfide trace in the region of 
chief interest by use of a passage wall tatic tap . In figure 
10 (b), the hydrogen sulfide wa introduced through a tatic 
tap in the pa age; the flow to the corner and onto the blade 
can be seen omewhat more clearly. 
The dark trace on the first blade on the left shown in 
figure 10 (c) was due to hydrogen sulfide released from a wall 
static tap so located that the flow divided on the blade. A 
faint hydrogen sulfide trace is, of cour e, obtained immedi-
ately upon relea e of the gas, but it was necessary to run the 
test for a prolonged period of time in order to inten ify the 
trace sufficiently for photographing. During thi protracted 
run, the paint on the rest of the blades in figure 10 (c) was 
observed to flow slowly until it a sumed the final pattern 
apparent in the picture. The similarity between the hydro-
gen sulfide trace and the paint patterns i noteworthy. 
Deflections on shrouds of three-dimensional cascade.-
The deflection patterns at ::'Iach numbers hjgher than OA 
were obtained by applying the hydrogen ulfide flow-
visualization method to the annular-nozzle ring of a typical 
modern high-speed turbine. In the annular-turbine-nozzle 
cascade it wa possible to use the hydrogen sulfide for a 
sufficient length of time to make the clear, clark traces 
pre ented in figures 11 and 12. Figure 11 shows the hydrogen 
sulfide traces obtained with the annular cascade at a hub 
di charge Mach number of appro)...':imately 0.9 and a tip 
discharge ::'1ach number of approximately 0.7. A view of 
the cascade inner sl1Toud at the blade-row inlet is shown in 
figure 11 (a). The hydrogen sulfide was admitted through 
one wall tatic tap in each of two adjacent pa ages, and 
the tap po itions relative to the blades can be seen in 
figure 11 (a). 
The results in figure 11 (b) show that again the pattern 
has been repeated: In each case the flow deflect across the 
passage, arrives at the uction urface of the blad , and 
flow out on the blade. The shape of the flow traces on the 
blades and shrouds indicate po ibly the formation of a 
vortex within the passage in the annular cascade as well as 
in the two-dimensional cascade. In figure 11 (c), the 
pattern is repeated at the outer shroud with high sub onic 
Mach number . 
The hydrogen sulfide traces for the same annular cascade 
when the approximate hub and tip discharge Mach numbers 
were 1.5 and 1.2, re pectively, are presented in figure 12 . 
The iLUlel"- and outer-shroud static taps u ed here were the 
ame ones used for figure 11. D espite flow discontinuities 
caused by the super onic flow velocities involved, the 
deflection pattern on the shrouds is repeated and the 
pos ible formation of passage vortices is indicated. 
Remarks on initial high-speed investigation.- The pattern 
of deflection of the wall boundary-layer flow across the 
passage was repeated at ::.rach number 0.4 in the two-
dimensional cascade and again at the high subsonic and 
supersonic Mach number in the annular ca cade. Although, 
strictly peaking, the hydrogen ulfide and paint flow-
vi ualization metho 1 u ed in this section show what 
happens in the boundary layer only at the boundary itself, 
there are indications that passage vortex formation may 
also occur at the high speeds. 
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(0) 
~~~----~--~------~----------~~~~--~ C-29958 
(a) Smoke tube divided on blade. 
(c) 
(b) make tube on pressure surface of b lade. 
make tube on uction surface of blade. 
FIG RE g.- Flow deflection on blade . 
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(b) 
C-29959 
(c) 
(a) H ydrogen ulfide in t roduced through up tI'cam , tatic tap. (b) Hydrogen ulfide introduced Lhrough Lap in passage. 
(c) Hydrogen ulfidc and paint tracc ' on bladc uction slll'fac . 
FIG U R E 10.-Flow t races in t"lyo-dim nsional cascadc at Mach number of approximately 0.4. 
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(a ) Upstream view of inner hroud. (b) Downstream view of inner hroud . (c) Downstream view of outer shroud. 
FIG URE ll.- Hydrogen sulfide t race in annular-turbine-nozzle cascade a t high subsonic velocit ie ·. Hub eli charge l\Iaeh number, approximately 
0.9; t ip discharge l\Iach number, approximately 0.7. 
293048-54-3 
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(a) D OII"Il Lrcam vi clI" of inncr shroud. 
(b) DO\\'nstrcam vi clI" of outcr hroud. 
FIG RE 12.-Hyclrogen sulfide trace in annular-t urbine-nozzlc cascadc 
at supcr ollic ve locitie . Hub di chargc ~Iach number , approxi-
mately 1.5 ; tip di chargc ~[ach numbcr, approximatcly 1.2. 
CASCADE PARAMETER 1 VESTlGATIO 
In thi section, the effect of variation of the ca cade 
parameter (blade geometry ) on the econclary fl ow are 
investigated . In the region of extremely large velocity 
gradients and angle deflections, where the pa age vortex is 
formed , the accuracy of total-pre un' and flow-ano-Ie 
measurements is even'Iy limited and the inLerpretation of 
such quanti tative mea urements mu L be made with care. 
For these rea 011S, the influence of blade geometry on 
secondary flow was investigated qualitatively by means of 
appropri ale modification to the basic two-dimen ion al 
cascade. The ca cade \Va modified for the' i11ve ligation of 
the following numerical value of parameter in addition to 
tho e already reported for the basic two-dimensional cascade 
(the parenth etical values are tho e of the basic cascade): 
' tagger angle, 0° (45° ) ; aspect ratio, l.67 (2 .34) ; solidity, 
2.0 (l.5 ), and 0.75 ; angle of attack, 4°, 7° (11°),15°, and 
20°. AJ 0 , blade fillet were added on the suction urfac e, 
on the pressure urface, and on both ul'faccs, sll ccessively, 
to evaluate their effect on the secondary flows. 
In each case with the main tream velocity abou t 30 feet 
per econd, the ('condary-£lo\\, patterns were ob erved by 
the smoke flo,,--visualization technique, and the re ult are 
pre ented photographically. 
Stagger angle .- The deflections of the sLreamline in the 
inlet boundary layer that join in a region ncar the suction 
surface arc demon trated in figures 13 (a) to (c) for a cas-
ade with a stagger ano-Ie of zero (where stagger angle is the 
angle between the ca cade axi and the incoming air). The 
value of the param ter are o-iven in the leo-end for each 
photograph of thi section. The streamline pattern can be 
een, by comparison, to be essentially identical with the 
pattern in figure ,where the stagge[' angle is 45°. There-
fore , for convenien e in photographing, the 0°_ tagger-a,ngle 
configUl'ation wa u ed for the remainder of the te t . 
The path of a Lreamline in the main flow through the 
cascade with a taggel' angle of zero is shown in figure 13 (d) . 
It was ob ervee! during the te ts that the total tUl'l1ing of 
the flow is e entially un hanged from that of the ca cade 
with a taggel' angle of 45°. 
Aspect ratio.- The a pect ratio for the' two-dimen ional 
ca cadc wa reduced from 2.34 to l.67 by mean of pccially 
devi ed in ert along the end wall. The boundary-layer 
tl'eamline (fig. 14) remained unaffected. It wa ob erved 
during the test that the spanwise deflection of correspond-
ing treamline in the boundary layer wa al 0 unaffected by 
the change in a p ct ratio. 
Solidity .- With Lhe olidity (ratio of blade chord to bla Ie 
spacing) reduced from l.5 to 0.75, the main portion of the 
inlet boundary-layer treamline at a blade nose was not 
deflected completely acros the channel (fig. 15 (a) ) . Mo t 
of the smoke ,vas deflected part way acro th channel and 
then proceeded down ream. The wi p of smoke seen at 
the trailing edge reached there by flowing up tream in the 
eparated r egion behind the suction surface of the blade. 
For the ca e with the solidity reduced to 0.75, it wa ob-
served that the three-dimensional a peets of the boundary-
layer flow, namely , the deflection of treamline neal' the 
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(0) (b) C-30421 
(c) (d) C-30422 
(a) Probe on wall near pI' . surc surface. 
(e) Probe on wall ncar 'ucLion su rface. 
(b) Probe on wall in miclchanncl. 
(eI ) Prol away from wall in mainsLream. 
FIG RE 13.- . t rcam lin(' pattcrn ill cascadc wit h Rtagge r angl of zero. Solidity . 1.5 ; anglc of attack, 11 0 ; aspecL ratio, 2.3~. 
uction L1rface in a direction away from the wall, had de-
crea cel con iderably and the pa age yortex wa malleI' . 
Beca Li c the camera shows onl." projection, the dcfle ·tion 
away from the wall could no t be photographed herc. Ol1-
rquentl.y, the photograph ltow only cross-channel de fl ec-
tion; but the three-climrnsional a p cts of the flow canno t 
be ignorcd for proper ill tc rprctation of the phenomena 
reported. 
The treamline for tbe fi rst probe location at whi ch the 
uction urface wa reached by ross-channel flow is hown 
in figure 15 (b). The turning of the main tream (fig. 15 le)) 
i Ie s at the low soli lity of 0.75 than at the de iO'n 
oEdity of 1.5 (fig. 13 (d)). 
The result of te ts at a solidity of 2.0 arc shown in figure 
16. Figure 16 (a) shows that the boundary-layer streamline 
at th no e of one blade is leflected all the way acro s th 
channel, a might be expected. The deflection of the 
secondary-flow streamline in the pamvi e direction are ob-
served to havc increased over those in the ba ic ca cade. 
Th e main tream flow illu trated in figurc 16 (b) is turned 
somevvhat more than in the ba ie ea cade ( olidity, 1.5) . 
Angle of attack.- Thr trcamlinc paLtrl'1l wcre io\'e ti-
gated for the ca caelc at Lhe original oliclity of 1.5 and at 
angle of attack of 4°,7°, 15°, and 20° (original anglc of at-
tack, 11 0). Figure 17 and 1 how the 1'C ults of thc te t 
at 4° and 20°, 1'e pcctively. At a 4° angle of atLacJ\: (fig. 17), 
it was nece sary to move the probe halfway across the chan-
nel at the inle~ in ordcr to find a treamline that would deflect 
to the suction urface. A the angle of attack increa ed, the 
deflections aero th channel and spanwi e away from the 
wall increased and the pas age vortex became larger. 
Combined solidity and angle of attack.- The treamline 
paths for the cascade with solidity of 0.75 and angle of attack 
of 4 ° are shown in figure 1 g. Again, it was nece al'y to move 
he probe almo t halfway across the channel at th inlet ill 
order io find a il'eamline that wa deflected Lo the suction 
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(a) Probe on walJ at nose of blade. 
(b) Probe on wall near pressure surface. 
(c) Probe on wall near suction surface. 
lew RE 14.- Streamline pattern in ca cade with a p ct ratio of .1.67. 
t agger angle, 45°; olidity, 1.5 ; angle of attack, 11°. 
urface. It:, wa ob el'ved thaL in this ca e the deflecLion away 
from the ,vall were maller Lhan for the ba ic configUl·ation. 
At a ohdity of 2.0, an angle of attack of 20°, and with Lhe 
probe away from the wall (fig. 20 (a)), ome streamline in 
th e blade boundary layer well up on the pre m e urface of 
a blade deflect to t he wall and cro the channel to the suction 
(a) Probe on wall aL nose of blade. 
(b) Probe 011 wall at poinL where moke firsL reac hed. lIclion lll·face. 
(c) Probe away from wall in mainstream . 
FIGU HE 15.-SLreamline pattern in cascade with solidiLy of 0.75. 
tagger angle, 0°; an gle of attack, ] 1 0; a peet rat io, 2.34. 
ul'face of the nexL blade, there Lo comprise paTt of Lhe pa sage 
vortex. A compari on of the amount of Lurning of the main-
streams for the Lwo configul'ation , which represent the ex-
treme of the range llWC tigated, is po sible with th use of 
figures 19 (c) an 120 (b). 
This tudy of solidi Lie and angles 01 aLLacle in licate that 
the over-all tUl'ning of the main tream 01 the blade row is a 
--------------- --- - --- -- -
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Ca) Probe on wall at no. e of blade . 
(b) Prob away from wall in main tream. 
FICU RB 16.- t reamline pattern in ca cade with ol idi Ly of 2.0. 
tagger angle, 0°; angle of attack, 11 0; a pect ratio, 2.34. 
major factor in the cro s-channel and spanwi e defl ecLion of 
the inlet wall boundary lay 1'. Furthermore, it was ob ervecl 
during the e tests that, for the configLU'ations involving 
grcater turning of the main tream, th e panwi e deflection of 
Lho corre ponding troamJine in Lhe boundary layer in-
crea ed, the roll-up into the pa age vortex wa tighter , and 
the vortex was larger. 
The study of flow through bends in the next ection of thi 
report pre ents more qualitative information on the effect 
of main tream turning variation on econdary flovY . 
Blade fillets.- Streamlines for configLU'ations having fillets 
of approximately Ji6-inch 1'adiu of curvature on the blade 
pressure surface, blade suction urface, and on both blade 
urface are hown in figure 21 (a), (b), and (c), re pectively. 
The fillet apparently had little effect on the formation of the 
pa age vortico. imilar 1'e ult were ob tained with larger 
fillets. 
Remarks on cascade parameter investigation.- Through-
ou t the investigation of variou geometric configuration of 
Lhe t wo-dimen ional cascade, Lhe basic mechani m of the 
formation of a econdary-flow pa age yortex wa unchanged; 
however, the degree to whi ch the wall boundary layer de-
(0 ) 
(b 1 C·30428 
C-30429 
Ca ) Probe on wall at no e of blade. 
(b) Probe on wall at point where moke first reached suction urfaee. 
(c) Probe away from wall in main tream. 
FIG URE 17.- treamline paLtern in ca cade wi th angle of attack of 4°. 
Stagger angle, 0°; olidity, 1.5 ; a peet ratio, 2.34. 
£lected away from th wall and across the channel, a well a 
t he ize and tightnes of Lhe pa sage vortice , was influenced 
by those parameter which involved the t urning of the main 
£low. The e parameter , as illu trated by the figLU'es, were 
olidi ty and angle of attack. Parameters such as aspect 
ratio and tagger angle, which did not al ter the turning, had 
no apparent influence on thi econdary flow . FLU'thermore, 
the fillets on the blades had no appreciable effect on the pa -
age vortex roll-up. 
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(a) Probe on wa ll aL nose of blade. 
(b) P robe away from wa ll in main t ream. 
FIG RE 1 .- treamli ne paLtcrn in cascade wi Lh angle of atLac k of 20° . 
tagger a ngle, 0°; solid iLy, 1.5 ; aspcct raLio, 2.34. 
SE ONDARY FLOW I BENDS A 0 HI GH-TU R N ING CAS C ADES 
Secondary flow in bends .- IL has bee n no ted in Lhe liter-
a Lure (of. ref. 4) that low- Lagna tion-pressure nuid in th e end-
wall boundary layers of rectangular bend moves aCl'OS the 
passage from the press ure toward the uction si le. IL ha 
been indicated furth er haL, upon rcaching the uction ur-
face, Lb e low-stagna tion-pre urc fluid is eli placed away from 
the wall and oUl inlo Lh e main lream . 
The moke visualization technique was applied to the 
tudy of the boundary-layer fl ow in two et of rectangular 
bend with the following r e ults. A no ted earlier , th e 
urved wall of the 45 ° r ectangular bends arc concentrie 
circular arcs, so that th e main-flow treamlines may be as 
nearly circular as pos ible in th e turning ection of the elbow. 
Figure 22 how the typical pattern of passage vortex for-
mation described for caseade earlier in thi report. 1'he 
'moke, in troduced at the wall and near the pressure surface 
of the bend, cro cd Lhe pa sage and rolled up near the 
uction smface. Becau e of the greater turning involved 
in this case than heretofore, the roll-up and vortex forma-
tion ar e much more di tinct, and more sa ti factory photo-
graph of the passage vortex phenomenon are po sible. 
The moke filamen 1, in any of these pictUl' actually 
trace out the path of only on of the treamline cOl11pri ing 
a pa age vor tex. B cau of the yml11etry of the flow in 
(0 ) 
(a) Probe on wa ll at no e of blade. 
(b) Probe on wa ll at p int wher moke first reached suct ion urface. 
(c) Probe a way from wall in main tI·eam. 
FIGU RE 19.- t reamli ne pa ttern in cascade wiLh solidi Ly of 0.75 a nd 
a ngle of attack of '1°. Stagger angle, 0°; aspect rat io, 2.34. 
uch a vor tex, however , the behavior of any olle tl'eal11line 
an be con idered represen tative of the en tire vor tex flow. 
Accordingly, in thi report, wh en the roll-up of a treamline 
into a vor tex i shown, it i characteri zed a the en Li1'e vor tex 
in the di cus ion of the figUl'e. 
Figure 23 shows ano ther view of fL part of the passage 
vortex taken wi th the camera pointed almost directly up-
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Ca) Probe a\\'ay from waU at 110 e of blade. 
(b) Probe away from wall in mainstream. 
FlOUR]': 20.- t reamline patt rn in ca cade wi th olidity of 2.0 and 
angle of attack of 20° . tagger angle, 0°; a pect ratio, 2 .3'1. 
Lr 'am inLo Lhe vorLex. Careful examinaLion of til i figure 
eli close tha,L Lhe portion of Lh e pas age vortex shown h ot e 
docs noL aCLua lly Louch Lbe llction mface. 'rh e ouLer 
portion of the pas age vorLex, which does conLact Lbe 
suction surface, was obLained by admi tting smoke away 
[rom Lhe wall on. Lhe pres lire surface of the pas age. 'rhi 
i in accordance \\-i til the pattern of pa sage vortex forma-
Lion de cri bed earlier ; Lhat is, Lhe boundary-layer roll-up i 
such that Lhe outer layers of the passage vortex are derived 
from inlet boundary-layer flow ncar or on the pre m e-
nrface sid e of the passage; the central portions of tll e pa -
aae vorLex are derived from the inlet boundary layer nearer 
Lhe suct ion ide of tbe pa sage. 
mother part of the pa saae vorLex in the 45° r ectangular 
b nd is pre en ted in figure 24. H ere the vortex i clearly 
hifting in a direction away from the wall and a1 0 away 
from the uction mface. 
The formation of a pa sage vortex in the \mIl boundary 
layer of th e 60" r tangular bend i bown in figme 35. '1'l1 e 
t urning section8 of the e passage are circular arc , all 
having equal radii of curvature. '1'he introduction of a 
lal'g quantity of smoke made i t po s111e to observe the 
continlled twisting of the vortex downstream of the blade 
roll' (fig. 26) . 
(0 ) 
( b) 
(a) Fillet on bla Ie pressure ·urface. 
(b) Fillet on blade uction s urface. 
(c) Fillet· 011 both blade mface . 
C-32170 
FIGURE 21.- 'treamline pattern in cascade wi th blade fillet . 'tao-ger 
angle, 0°; olidily, 1.5 ; angle of attack, 11°; aspect ratio, 2.34. 
An overhead view of the cl fl ection of a boundar.r-layer 
streamline aero Lhe pa age is pre en Led in figme 27 (a). 
When viewed in this direction , perpendicu lar to the surface 
in whi ch Lhe Lreamline are fl owing, Lhe trcamli nes appeal' 
quite faint; and 0 it i consicl erabl)T morc difIi.cll lt to obtain 
good, high-conLra I, picture from above Lhan from down-
tream. 
---------------------~---------
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FroUl~E 22.- Roll-up of wall in let boundary layer to fo rm pa sage vortex in 45° recLangular bend. Smoke introduce I on wa ll near 
blade pre ure urface. 
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C-3162 7 
FIGURE 23.- Pa age vortex in 45° rectangular bend. Smoke introduced on wall ncar blade pre me urface. 
293048- 54- 4 
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FI OU HE 24.-Shi ft of secondary- fl ow pas age vo r tex away rrom wall or -1.50 rectangular bend . moke inLroduced on wall ncar m idchalll1el posi t ion. 
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FIGUlm 25 .- Roll-up of wall inlet boundary layer to form pa. sage vor tex in 60 0 rectangular bend. 
near blade pre ure surface. 
25 
moke in troduced on wall 
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C-32270 
FI G UR E 26.- Cont inued L\\"i tit ing of pa,; ·age v or tex dO\\"J1sLream of blade row. 
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(a) Probe on wall in passage a t inle t to 60° rectangular bend. 
FIG RE 27.- Seeondary-flow deflection across channel in 60° r ctangular bend . 
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(b) Prol e on prcssurc ul'face X inch from wall in 60° rcctangu lar bcnd. 
FIGURE 27.- Concluded. ccondary-flow deflection acro. channcl in 60° rcctangular benel. 
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(a) Roll-up of wal l boundary layer to form passage vorLex. moke in Ll'oducc I on wall ncar 'uction . urface. 
FIGURE 2 .-Formation of econdary-flow pas 'age vortex in 60° ca cade of blade. 
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(u) Roll-up of wall boundary layer to form passage voriex. moke introduced off wall ncar suction urface howing continued tw isting of vortex 
down tream of cascade. 
FrGUl~E 2 .- ontinued. Formation of econdary-Ilow passage vortex in 60° ca cade of blades. 
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(c) D efl ection of flow off bladc pressure Ul-face across pas age into pa age vortex. 
F IG R E 2 .-Concluded. Formation of econdary-flow passage vortex in 60° cascade of blade. 
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(a) Downstrean1 view . 
FIGURE 29.-Nose effects in boundary layer of 60° cascade of blades. Smoke introduced on wall nearmidehann 1 position. 
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(b) Overhead view. 
FIGURE 29.-Concluded. Nose effects in boundary layer of 60 0 ca ade of blades. 'moke introduced on wall near midchannel po ition. 
- --- ------ - ~--
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This treamline (fig. 27 (a)) doe not actually con tact the 
uction urface of the pa sage; that i , it is not in the outer-
mo t layer of the vortex. For figure 27 (b), the moke was 
admitted on the pre ure urfaee of the bend about X inch 
away from the end wall. In thi case, the streamline 
pictured is one that actually doc reach the uction urfacc 
across the passage . 
Comparison of secondary flow in bends and cascades.-
In this section, the econclary-flow pattern obtained with 
the rectangular bends having a turning angle of 60° arc 
compared with tho e obtained wi th a two-dimen ional 
cascade of sheet-metal blade having a turning angle of 60°. 
The total turning, the rate of tlU"ning, and the blade spacing 
arc the same for both configuration. With the exception 
o[ the leading-edge r egion, the main-flow streamline patterns 
Wl' re likewi e essentially the ame. 
Figures 2 (a) and (b) show the way two of the stream-
line in the end-wall boundary layer of the 60° ca cade roll 
up in the pa sage vortex. ome of the fluid in the pa sage 
vortex of this configuration comes from the pressure urface 
of he blade at a distance from the wall (fig. 2 (c)) . 
For figure 29 (a) , the smoke wa admitted at the inlet to 
th blade row and at the wall , but clo er to the pressure 
surface than in figure 2 (a) and (b). It appears from figure 
29 (a) that, in this 60°-turning cascade of sheet-metal blade 
(with Lhe L!mgent to the blades at the inleL being in the axial 
direction), a well-defined Lagnalion region exi t ncar the 
blad e leading edge on the pre sure side. The smoke trace 
in the pho tograph approaches this region, divide in two, 
and flows around it. One part of the moke follow a cross-
channel flo v pattern; the other part flows around the blade 
leading edge and downstream along the blade uction surface 
in the adjoining pa sage. An overhead view of thi phe-
nomenon appears in figure 29 (b). T his difference in behavior 
of the boundary layer of tbe cascade and the bend can be 
explained quali tatively a follows. The main treamline 
pattern for the given ca cade hould have the form depicted 
in figure 30 (a); that is, a tagnat ion point should exi. I, on 
the pressure sUl'face of tbe blade lightly down tream of 
the leading edge. The high pressures that must exi I, in thi 
region force some of lhe smoke (fig. 29 (b)) on one side of 
the stagnation streamline to flow upstream and around the 
nose of the blade. On the other side of the tagnation 
treamline, moke flow aCt·os the channel. The adverse 
pre sure gradients in the vi cinity of the wall in the region 
immediately up tream of the stagnation point give rise 
to a rela tively large separated-flow area. In the elbow 
configUl'ation previously di u ed, ueh a tagnation region 
on the pressure urfaee doe not exist. The main streamline 
pattern should have the form shown in figure 30 (b), because 
the traight entrance ection afford a gradual loading of 
the turning urfaces . Thu , de pite the fact that the mean 
streamlines through the pa sages are relatively the same for 
the 60° bend and for the COITe pondinO' cascade, the boundary-
layer flows are noticeably different. 
In figur e 31 (a), the probe admitting the smoke has been 
shifted toward the suction ide of the pas a.ge, just enoll O'h 
(b ) 
(a) • 't reamline pattern in 60° cascade. 
(b) Stream li ne pattern in 60° bend. 
FIG UR I, 30.-Comparison of t reamline pattern in 60° cascade and 
60° bend. 
for the smok tl'(\'CC to clear the stagnation region. The path 
of the smoke trace, compared witb that in figm'e 27 (a ) for 
the 60° bend , i omewhat d istorted. In figure 31 (b), the 
probe has been moved even clo er to the u tion side, yet 
the flattened trajectory still i evidence of the effects of the 
separated-flow region. 
Remarks on flows in bends and eascades .- For pmpo es 
of photograpby, the te t of the secondary flow in the 
high-turning bend and cascade were much more sati -
factory than the test on the basic two-dimen ional ca ead e. 
As a r esult of the high turning involved, the pa age vortex 
roll-up wa very well defined. Each moke trace maintained 
its identi ty long enough to enable good photographic evidence 
of a true vortex formation in the pa sage. 
The accumulation of low-momentum fluid near the uction 
urface was here een to be a passage vortex. After it initial 
formati.on, the flow in this vortex on it way downstream 
hifted spanwi e out from the end wall. 
Compari on of the boundary-layer flow in bend and 
cascade disclo ed po sible large di crepancies between 
them. The tudy of econdary flows in rectangular bends 
may then facilitate theoretical analy e of flow-deflection 
paths, but the results may not be applicable directly to 
ca eade boundary-layer flows. 
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(0) 
(a) Smoke t race just out ide nose tagnation region. 
FIGURE 31.- econdary-(jow streamlines in boundary layer of 60° cascade showing effect of stagnation region ncar no c. 
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(b) moke Lrace near . ucLion surface at in leL. 
]rIGUR1~ 31.-Concluded. Sccondary-flo\y sLreamlines in boundary layer of 60 0 cascade. hawing effecL of stagnaLion region ncar n se. 
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SECONDARY FLOWS IN TH REE-DIME S TONAL CASCADES 
Tbe flow·-visuaLization tech nique was applied to an annular-
turbine-nozzle ca cade designed for high ubsoni c and for 
super onic M ach number in order to extend the cope of 
thiinvestio'ation into typ ical t lll'bomachine flow condition 
with radial preSSlIl'e gradi ents and with th e complicating 
ad ti tion of shock phenom ena. Til e information concernino' 
('. rOs -channel deflection and pa age vortex formation 
obtained in the basic t\\'o-cl imen ional c-a cae/ e, together 
with the ]'e ults obtain ed wi th hydroge n sulfid e and paint 
flow tJ'a ces, proyided a elear understanding of e onclary 
flow in t hJ'ec- limensional casca dcs (rcf. 5) . In referencc -, 
ca l' ful sLirvey of total p rc urc and fl ow anglc macl e at 
thc eli charge of the turbin e-nozzle blad s revcaled thc prcs -
ence of a uL tantial loss core ncar the inner shroud. Tb e 
loss CO re ncar t hc outer slll'oud was vcry much smaller at t he 
]OWC1' prc ure ratio inve t igatc l in ref rcnce 5 and decrcased 
almo t to t he vanishing point at t hc higher P]'c urc ratio . 
(Fig. (e) and (f) of ref. 5, whic!l pre cnt orne re ults of 
the survcy , are rcproduccd for convcni cnce herein as fig. 32.) 
These re ult indicate the pre ence of izablc inward radial 
flo\\ in the ca cade. Accordingly, the hydrogen sulfid c and 
t he paint Row-trace method were applied to the caseadc. 
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FIGURB 32.- Contour of loss across one blade passage of annular-
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FI (; UR1" 32.- Conclud d. onLo urs of 10. s acrORS one b lade pa. Rage 
of ann ular-nozzle cascade. 
Figurc 11 and ]2 how thc rcsult of thc ltydroge'n sulfid c 
tests and lemon tl'ate t he typical cro ·chamwl ckflection 
pattern. Paint-trucc cvie/ence of radial flow in the blade 
wakcs and on thc blade uction ud'acc pre cntcd in 
figure'S 16, 1 (0), and 19 of reference 5. In particular , 
figure ]6 of refcrcnce 5, rcproduced hcrein a figurc 33, is a 
striking indication of r adial ftO\\-S along the bladc suction 
urfaee in a rcgion of thickeried boundary layer produced by 
th e inter eetion of a How di continuity (at the upcr onie 
Mach numbcr ) with the suction urface. 
R eference 5 att mpts to evaluate these l'adiaC'flows and 
conclude : "The i lU1 Cl'-W all 10 s core as ociated 'with a blad e 
of a turbine nozzle ca cade i largely thc accumulation of 
low-momentum fluid originating else'wh ere in the ca cade. 
This accumulation j effertecl by the econdary-flow mecha-
ni m, which acts to transport the low-momentum fluid acrOss 
the channels on the wall and radially in the blade wakes 
and boundary layers. At one How condition inve tigated, 
the radial tran port of low-momentum Huid . . . accounted 
for approximately 65 percen t of the inner-wall 10 core. II 
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FIGURE 33.- Enlarged view of inward radial flo\\' of low-momentum 
fiuid howing paint !.races of econdary fiow along blade SlIction lII'-
[ace at nozzle discharge of annu la r-n ozzle cascade. 
Figure 34 (fig. 21 of ref. 5) pre ents an over-all k teh of 
the econdary-flow compon nts in the annular-tul'bine-
nozzle ca cade . imila]' t st on another annular-nozzle 
configuration (ref. 5) di closed t he arnC' pattern of econdary 
flows but with better evidence of radial flow s in thc hlade 
wake at the lower pre sure ratios. 
TJP-CLEAnA CE EFFECTS 1 TWO-DlMEN IONAL CASCADE WITH LOW-
T RNlN G BLADES 
In order to simulate mOre 10 1 the condition in a turbo-
machine, tip clearance of 0.060 and 0.014 inch were pro-
vided in the two-dimensional cascade. The effect of this 
tip clearance \\'ere studied by means of the smoke visuali-
zation method. One of the end walls of th e ca cade was then 
replaced by an endle moving belt whose direction and 
peed could be varied, in order to tudy the tip- learance 
effects with relative motion between blad e and wall. 
FIGURE 34.-Secondary-flow component in annular-nozzle ca cade a 
indicated by paint and hydrogen sulfide trace . 
Tip c1earanee .- The pos ibility that blade tip-clearance 
:flow might oppo e the formation of the pa age vorLice and 
thu reduce the e flow di turbance wa inve Ligated. The 
:flow patterns at clearance of 0.014 and 0.060 inch (0.4 and 
].7 percent pan, re pectively) arc hown in fiO'u]' C' 35 and 36, 
respectively. Th e poinL of principalinLel'e t ari ing from 
thi Ludy was Lhe fact LhaL with Lip clearance the pas age 
vortex heretofo re ob ervC'd wa eli placed but wa neither 
eliminated no[' apparently reduced in magniLude. 
The deflection of the flow along the PI' U)'e surface (fig. 
35 (a)) i O'reaLer than 1'0[' blade wilhout tip clearance, 
becau e a large part of Lhe flow under lhe blade tip comes 
from :flow off lhe blade pre ure urfaee. For thi particular 
probe location, the flow was observe I Lo ero s uncleI' the 
blade Lip at Lhe miclchol'd position. This blade boundar T_ 
layer -flow, which cro es uncleI' the blade, [onn a vorlex 
ly ing against the suction uJ'face. Thi tip-clearance vortex 
l'otate in a direction oppo iLe to that of the econdary-flow 
(0 ) 
(a) Probe away from wall on nose of blade. 
(b) Probe on wall in midchannel. 
FIGURE 35.- treamline pattern in ca cade wiLh 0.014-inch bJade tip 
clearance. tagger angle, 00; olidity, 1.5; angle of attack, 11 0 ; 
a p ct ratio, 2.34. 
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(a) Probe on " 'a l l ncar nose of blade; . (agger angle, 45° . 
(c) • 'LaLi e t ap near no e of blade and probe on \\"all ncar 
nose of blade; sLaggel' angle, 45° . 
c- 3 2165 
C- 30440 
(b) ' latie t aps aL inlet ncar nose of blade and in mid-
channel positions; stagger angle, 45°. 
(d) Probe a\\"a.v from \\"all on nose of blade; stagger a ngle 0°. 
FlG UHB 36.- tl'eamline paLtern s fo r cascade \\' iLh O.OGO-inch b lade Lip elearnaee. oli d iLy , 1.5 ; angle of attack , Jl 0; asp eL rali o, 2.34. 
vortex and pr emp ts Lh e r egion w ll ere th e econdary-.Aow 
vo r Lex would form if no tip clcarance w c]'e pre enL . K cvcr-
t hele , fio-ufe 35 (b) sho\l's Lhat Lh e u ual pa age ' "or tex 
Lill exi t and is mercl.," d isplaced by Lb e tip-clearance vor tex. 
Essen Liall.V th e arne phcnomenon for O.060-inch blacic tip 
clearance is illust rated in figures 36 (a ) to (c). Th e Lip-
clearance vorLex in figurc 36 (a ) was tr aced ou t by moke 
ad mi Ltcd Lhrough a probc. Fio-ure 36 (b) i a ide vicw of the 
di splaced pa sao-e vo r tex a nd wa obtained wh en th c moke 
wa admi tL d t hrough wall ta tic Lap up t ream of Lh e bl ad c . 
Fig urc 36 (c) lepids Lll e pattcJ"ll obtained fr om moke 
aclmi t tceL Lh rough the probe to sh ow tll e tip-clear ance 
vorLex, while moke admitLcd imul Laneousl.,- through a waU 
LaL ic Lap ho\\' Lhe u ual cco ndar .y-flow vortex. Th c 
manncr in which the tip-clearance vorlex flow cont iguous 
Lo the ccondary-f1ow voriex 'an be een in th e figul' . 
A particularly Lrikin o- picLure of tI le Lip -clearancc vo r tcx 
forming in a ca cade with O.060- incll blade clearancc i 11 0 \\'11 
infio-ure 36 (d). 
Relative motion between blades and wall.- T hc inye liga-
t ion of th e {[ow bchavior when relat ivc motion exi ted 
beLween the ea cacic bladc ancl tb e ca caclc end well I i closed 
ome un exp ected res ults. In particular , it had been assum ed 
a priori tbat tb e moving wall would tcnd to increase tb e 
fl ow of th e waU bou nd a r.," layer a well a of thc h ladc bou nd-
a r.," laye r off thc lead ing urfacc and (0 pull lllem undc]' th e 
blade t ips in lll(' dirc ·tion of th e wall motion. However , 
fig ure 37 indi ca tcs th aL Lhi a umption i in vali I. Com pari-
on of tb e mokc ci efl cct ion in fi.gul'e 37 (a ), where the wall 
is staLiona ry, will I ftgu]"cs 37 (b) and (c), whcrc t hc moLion 
of Lhe wall is u(' h a Lo makt' the Pl'CSSUl'l' urfacc Lhc leading 
udacc, Ito,,' thaL flow on th e bladc i aClually dc fl ectcd 
away from t he wall. imilarly, figure 3 ,whcre the uetion 
urface i lead ing, h o\\'s in('t'ca cd defl ecLion of thc Row a\\'ay 
from the '\"all with illcrca ing \\'all pced ; flo-UJ 'c :38 (a ), (b), 
and (e) illustraLe til paLLem fo]" the s tationary wall , for th e 
wall moving aL mocleraLe s peed , and for th e \I"all moving aL 
hig h p cd, ]"c pc<:Livcl,v. 
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(a) tationary wall. 
(b) Moderate-speed wall. 
(c) High-sp ed wall. 
FIG UR E 37.- t reamline deflection on blade pres ure surface with 
probe on no e of blade. Pressure surface leading; blade tip clear-
ance, 0.014 inch; stagger angle, 00 ; solidity, 1.5 ; angle of attack, 11 0; 
aspect ratio, 2.34. 
(a) tationary wall. 
(b) Moderate- peed wall. 
(e) High-speed wa ll. 
FIGURE 38.- t rearoline deflection on blade uc tion urface with probe 
on nose of blade. Suction surface lead ing; blade t ip clearance, 
0.014 inch ; tagger angle, 00 ; solidi ty, 1.5; angle of attack, 11 0 i 
a pect rat io, 2.34. 
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Th e explana tion of the observed ph enomenon i that the 
blade have a scraping action on th flow neal' the moving 
wall. The blade leading ul'face scrapes up fluid entrained 
on the moving wall and thu imparts a rolling motion to the 
air in the vicinity of the lead ing surface. Figm e 39 hows 
thi roll-up when the pre m e urface is leading ; figure 40 
portl'ay the arne type of roll-up wh en the uction mface is 
leading. One consequence of this craping effect is the vir tual 
elimination of the tip-clearan ce vortex a sociated with a 
taLional'Y wall for this configuration (fig. 35 and 36). 
Th e patterns on the pI' ure ul'face of a blade when the 
uction surface i lead ing arc hown in figure 41. Com-
parison of the flow deflection in figure 41 (a) ~wall stationary) 
with figure 41 (b) and (c) lwall moving) show that wall 
motion increases the flow defl ection on the pres Ul'e surface 
toward the wall. Smoke injected nrar the moving wall 
actually fJowrd down the blade onto the wall and was cal'l'ied 
acro to the lI ction lIrface of the adjacent blade. 
imilarly, figure 42 show that the moving wall , with the 
pre sure surface leading, deflect the flow on the sllction sur-
face toward the ,,~all. In this ca e, it " a also ob erved that 
(a) Downstream vie\\'. 
(b) ide view. 
FIG RE 39.-Streamline pattern showing craping effect of blade with 
prob near pre ure sll1'fac. Pre sure surface leading; model'ate-
speed wall; blade t ip clearance, 0.014 inch; tagger angle, 00 ; solidity, 
1.5; angle of attack, 11 0 ; a pect rat io, 2.34. 
FIGURE 40.- trcaml in paLlcl'll ' tiho\\'illg scraping cffccL of blade ; 
uct ion surface lading. 
smoke flowed down the blade uction urface onto the wall 
and was cal'l'ied ov l' to the pre sure urface of the ad jacen 
blade. A photograph of this effect was unobta inable becausr 
of the severe diffusion tha.t existed when smoke wa so 
introduced. Furth ermore, this action of the moviug wall 
with the pres ure su rface leading removed the tagnan t-air 
region previously existinO' on the blade suction surface ncar 
the trailing edge 0 that the Dow now remain attached to 
the entire blade suction urface . 
Remarks on tip -clearance effects.- Insteacl of reducing 
econdary-flow effect, tip clearance in the ba ic two-
dimensional ca cade merely di placed the econd ary-flow 
vortex and provided another vor tex rotating in the opposite 
direction. The two vortices rota ted ide by ide withou t 
much mL'{ing [md thu con tituted a COIl iclera bly larger How 
disturbance than did the secondary fiow DIone. 
When the lVall moved past the blade t ips, the net eff ct 
was tha t How near the wall was scraped off fl.nd rolled up by 
the blade leading surfaces, while the low-momentum fluid 
on the blade trailing , urfaces was pulled off the blade. 
When the pre ure urface was leading, this behavior 
erved in his configuration (1) to improve flow rharacter-
i tics on the blade suction mface even at some panwise 
distance from the tip by reducing the blade boundary layer 
that exists when the wall is stationary (this boundary-layer 
reduction is desirable, because it reduces the tendency toward 
eparation on the blade uction urface); (2) to replace the 
secondary-flow vortex and tip-clearance vortex 0 11 the 
uction surface by a different roll-up neal' the blnde leading 
urface; and (3) to improve generally the tip flow on the 
pressure surface and the blade t ip loading in the n e that 
the tip flow i prevented from deflecting und r the blade, 
which woulclreduce the pre Ul' difference acro the blade 
tip. The patterns of the flow obtained with the pre m e 
surface leading imulate to a degree the ab olu te fluid motion 
in an axial-fJolV-compl'e 01' stator or the relative motion in 
the compressor ro tor. 
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"Wh en the suction urface was leading, for the configuration 
tested, thi behavior served , I ) to aggrayatc the effect at 
(a) Statiollary wall. 
(b) Low-speed wall. 
(c) High -specd wall. 
FIGURE 4 1.- t reamline deflection. on blade pressure surface with 
probe on nose of blade. Suct ion surface leading; blade t ip clear-
ance, 0 .014 inch; stagger angle, 0 0 ; . ol idi ty, 1.5; angle of attack. 11 0 ; 
a pect ratio, 2.3'1. 
the suction surface by piling up low-energy fluid there that 
increa cd the secondary-flow effect while adding a new roll-
up ncar the leading surface (this pile-up of low-energy fluid 
is un Ie irable, because it increases the tendency toward 
separation on the blade suction mface), and (2) to aggravate 
the t ip effect at the pre ure smface by increasing the de-
flection of the flow and thereby impairing the blade loading 
at the tip. In Lhi case, where the uctiOIl surface is leading, 
the flow pa ttet'l1 simulate to a degree the relative motion of 
the fl uid at the blade tips of a t urbine rotor. 
(a ) StaLionary wall. 
(b) Moderate- peed wall. 
FrGmm 42.- t reamline defl ection on blade uction urface " 'ith probe 
Oil nosc of blade. Pres urc surface leading; blade t ip clearance, 
0.014 inch; stagger anglc, 0 0 ; solidity, 1.5; anglc of attack, 11 0 ; a pect 
ratio, 2.3 .. 1. 
Th e Iorego in O' observations of]'er a possible explanation 
for the larger tip losse encounter d in turbines as compared 
wi th compressor . Th ey al 0 indicate that, whereas sill'oud-
ing appears to be undesirable in compressor , it may be 
beneficial for Lurb ine configurations imllal' Lo the one 
luclied herein wilh loll' Luming and low blade t. ip stagger . 
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TIP- CLEARAN CE EFFECTS WITH l 'U G H-TURN] G BLADES 
Preliminary considerations.- A noted in Lhe previou 
sect ion, the blade tip-clearance How and the scraping effect 
produ ced by 1'elativ motion between blades and wall may 
lead to boundary-layer eparat ion and r edu ced tip loading 
in a tu rbine rotol'. This condiLion would 1'e ult in the ex-
tract ion of Ie work from the ga at the lip e tion. To tal-
temperature mea Ul'ement behind LUl'bine rotor 5enerally 
indicate lha l there is II deteri orat ion of bllJ(le performance 
ncar Lh e lip. 
Howevcr, in everal recent ex perim ental inve Ligation of 
high- peed turbine at t he NACA Lewis laborato ry, th i 
quiLe typical decline in tu rbinc blade perfol'l'nance at tbe 
Lip section was noLably ab ent. The turbine blading con-
ftguration involved weI' fai rly Ly pi cal of high-speed turbine 
rotor, that is, large-Lul'lling (h igh circulation), h igh-t ip-
tagger blades . Con id eration of the e re uIts along with 
those of t he previous ect ion sugge Leel the po ibili ty thaL, 
under certain condit ions, a balance might be e tabli hed 
between passage vortex and craping eff ecLs on the one 
hand and tip-clearance effect on the other t hat woul l 
enhance good blade lip loading. 
It wa r easoned that the craping trect, which in the con-
figuration of the previou section wa 0 large that i t ma k ed 
completely the passage and tip-clearance vortex effect, 
wou ld be redu ced con iderably when the blade tip orientation 
was more tangential in direction. The chord line of the t ip 
ection of high-tip- tagger blade i pointed more nearly in 
the direction of relati ve blade-wall mo tion than in the ca e 
examined in the previolls secLion. Phy ically, the blade 
might be con idered to have a sli cing action on the wall 
boundary layer rather than t he kind of scraping a tion een 
before. It was rea oned fur ther that the tip-clearance 
vortex would become larger with higher tuminO' (circulation) 
in the blades as a result of the increa ed gradient of pre sure 
throu O'h the clearance pace from Lh e pre m e urface Lo 
the ucLion smfac of the blade. It ha already been 
e tablisbed lhat the pa sage vortex become larger with in-
creasing turning. A 11as been previoll ly not,ed, some of 
Lhe flow forming thc pas age vortex come off t he pre sure 
urface of the blade. Thi eHect might be omewhat reduced 
by the t ip-clearance action, which divert into the tip-
clearance vortex some of the blade boundary-layer flow that 
would , otherwise (with zero clearance), deflect off t.he blade 
pres m e urface, onto the wall , and across into the pas age 
vortex. 
Tests with moving wall and high-turning blades.- moke 
tudie were cond ucted in the two-dimensional ca cade, 
wi th the moving wall, to inve tiO'ate th po ibili ties d i cus ed 
in previous section . The 45°- tagger-angle configuration 
was u ed to permi t large turning. Figure 43 pre ent 
photograph of the re ults of an inve tigation of blades with 
approximately 125° Lurning. In thi configuraLion, the 
leadi.ng edge of the blade have zero angle of incidence with 
t he main flow, and the trailing edge of the blade point 
approximatcly 10° from the direction of the wall motion . 
A schemati sketch of tbe apparat us appears in figure 43 (a) . 
Becau e of th e high turn ing of th e' ea cacle blade , th e 
camera had Lo be directed broad id e a t the moke and could 
not be a imed along moke paths. Tl li neces italecl Lb u e of 
large qu ant iti es of smoke to oblain any photograph at all ; 
Lho e whi ch were oblained are pictuJ'e of project ed mokr 
patterns only. 
In figure 4:3 (b ), the moke was in Lrodu ced with Lhe probe 
at tbe leading edge of the middle blade of the cascade on the 
p re ure surface (th e photograph how uclion surface only) 
and spanwise abo uL olle-lhird of th e way up the blade. The 
wall is s tation ary . Some of Lhe moke wa deflected down 
Lhe pres m c mface a nd through thc t ip-clearance space and 
fo rmed a very la!'O'e Lip-clearance flow region on the uction 
sid of thi middle blade. This tip-clearance flow can be een 
ncar the wall again t Lhe uction ul'fae of the mid lIe blade 
in figure 43 (b). Th e exces smok e thaL did not follow this 
pattel'l1 can be een pass ing down tream to the righ t in the 
pho tograph. " 0 uiLable photoO'raph could be obtained of 
the pa age vortex roll-up . Tbi vor tex roll-up, which wa 
ob erved during the te is to occm in the upstream third of the 
pa sage and to roll around the large region occupied by the 
tip-clearance flow, made a barp surface of demarcation 
den.ninO' thi r eO' ion . 
(a) Schcmalic diagram of apparatus. 
FIG RE 43.- Tip-clcaranc cffects with relative motion bctwcen wall 
and high-turning blade. make introduced on pre surc urface of 
middle blade. 
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(b) Stationary wall. 
FIG U RE 43.-Continued. Tip-clearance effects with relative motion between wall and high-turning blades. Smoke introduced on pressure 
surface of middle blade. 
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(c) 
(c) M dera te-speed wall. 
FIGURE 43.-Continued. Tip-clearance effect with relative motion between wall and high-tuming blade. 
of middle blade. 
C-32162 
moke introduced on pre ure surface 
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(d) High-speed wall. 
F1 C L' Rl-J 43 .- Concludcd. Tip-clearance efT ct wi t,h relat ive mo t ion between wall and high-turning bl ade" Smoke introduced on pressure slII'facc 
of middle blade. 
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With the wall moving at moderate peed (fig. 43 ( )), the 
t ip-clearance flow, een against th e uetion smJace, decreased 
con iclerably. The r egion occ upi d by Lhis flow was corrc-
pondingly reduced, with the re ult Lhat moke introduced in 
the boundary layer at the pa age inlet could 110W approach 
clo er to the uction urface than with Lhe wall stalionary. 
WiLh the wall at a high er speed (ng. 43 (e1 )), no tip-clearance 
flow to the suction urface was ob ervecl. moke introdu ced 
in the inlet boundary layer for the mo t part flow ed q L1i te 
mooLbly down tream. Tbj indicate Lh a L L1ch a balance 
was e tablished between Lhe pa age vortex and the scraping 
effects on Lb e one han 1, with lhe powerful forces tendino-
Lo create tip-clearance flow on the other hand, a to pro-
duce relalively L1ndi turbed flow throughout th e pas age . 
As a matter of fact , the flow lhrough Lhe pa age under 
th e e condition wa moother Lh an in earlier co nno-u ra-
lion where Ie Lurning and smaller Lip-clearance forces 
were involved. 
Tests in low-speed turbine rotor.- The phoLograpb pre-
ented in figure 44 illustrate more clearly the variation in 
relative magnitude of tbe tip-clearance and craping effects 
with variation in relative bla Ie-to-wall peed. The e photo-
graph were obtained by Hub rL W. Allen an L MilLon 
Kof key of the NACA Lewi laboraloJ")- from lheir applica-
Lion of the moke flow-vi ualization Lechniqu e Lo lhe Lip-
clearance region of a low-speed turbine designed pecifically 
for that purpo e. The photograph in figure 44 were taken 
with the camera downstream looking toward the discharge 
section of the turbin rotor, which i rotaling in a counter-
clockwise direction. In figure 44 (a), at low rotor p ed, the 
tip-clearance flow dominate the flow picture. Th e smoke 
that is introdue d through a tatie tap in the ou ler hroud at 
the rotor blade midchord po iLion, axially, is scen in thi 
(b) 
figur to overtake the blade and to roll up ncar the uclioJl 
su d ace of the blade in the vortex roll-up direction typical of a 
Lip-clearance vortex. At a omewhat rugher rotor peed 
(fig. 44 (b »), the increa cd scraping effect has reduced the 
region occupi d by the tip-clearance flow. The tip-clearance 
vortex can be een in figure 44 (b) to be maIler in ize and lo 
li e closer Lo the rotor blade tban before. At the highe t rotor 
peed, the eraping eHeet ha increa ed greatly (fig. 44 (c)) 
and now rna k the tip-clearance flow completely, so the 
photograph how th e formation of a typical craping vortex 
ncar t.he leading ( uction) urface of the roLor blade. ome-
where betwee n the e la t t·wo speed i a balance poinl for 
lhe e efl'ect , and aL till balance point tbe flow disturbance 
in lhe tip region arc reduced lo a minimum. 
These photographs, taken in an actual turbine conno- m a-
Lion, confirm tbe po ibility advanced earlier of conLrolling 
lbe relative mao-nitudes of the tip-region Row disLurbance 
of a tUTbin rotor . It appeal' po iblc , therefore, to improve 
t110 flow conditions in the turbine rotor tip region by balanc-
ing again t each other tbe econdary-flow effect that cal. e 
the flow di turbance there. 
Remarks on tip-clearanee effects in turbine rotors .- In a 
CUT ory inve ligation, it wa found that a balance co uld be 
e tablished bet' een pa age vortex and scraping effect on 
the one hand and tip-cleal·an e efrecLs on lhe other, whi h 
would r esult in improved flow condition throu o-hout th c 
pa age and its boundary-layer region. It may be inferred, 
therefore, that the pos ibility certainly exists of de igning 
hio-h- peed tmbine rotor configurations in u h fashion a 
to redu ce paration and to prevent reclucedloading on th e 
bla les at Lhe tip s etion. This po ibility depend upon 
evaluating and regulating Lhe relative size of the econdary 
and blade t ip··clearance flow effect. 
(c) C-33782 
(a) Low-speed rotor. (b) Higher-speed rotor. (c) Highe t-speed roior. 
FIG RE 44.- hange in relative magnitudes of tip-clearance and ·craping effects in Lurbine ro Lor with varying rotor speed. 
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(a) Probe on \\"all at inlet Lo ups~rcam cascade ncar I T'." ure surface. 
1"[(1 URE 45.- Pa · 'agc vortex generated when up 'Lream cascade Lrike pressure 'urface of blade ill down tream ca cad. 
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(b) Probe on wall at inleL to up t ream cascade near suction su rface. 
1"w RJ!: -i5.- Concluded. Pa age vo rtex fTeneratcd when up tr am cascade stri kes pre. u re su rface of blade in downsLream cascade. 
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This inn' tigat ion also uggests a rca on for apparently 
conAict ing experimenLalrcsulL concerning the eHecls of t ip 
clearance on turbomachine performance. D ecreasing Lhe 
tip-clearance spacing in a turbine configuraLion for which 
th e scraping eA'ect is already the largest Ilow eli tUl'bance 
would be detrimental Lo tbe turbine performance. However , 
in a turbine configurat ion for \\'hich th c tip-clearance DO I\' 
en'ect is large t, deCl'ea ing the Lip-clearance spacing would 
erve to i.mprove the turbine performance. 
In more moderate- peed tmbine rotors , \\'ith typically 
les blade tagger at the tip tban i lI slial with the high- peed 
rotors, it may noL be po ible to reduce the scrap ing efl'ect 
sufficiently. For such turbine , \\'here the centrifugal- lre 
problems are not too acute, broucling of Lbe rotor ap pears 
to be a more likely method o[ hl ade tip-loading co ntrol. 
Shrouding Ll ch turbine roto r mi ghL well re lu ce or rliminate 
hot h tbe scraping and tip-cleara nce ef]'eeLs and co uld r ulL 
in bettcr flow conditi on in t lH' turbine rOLor-Lip region. 
It should also be noted carefully here thaL shrouding a 
t urbinc roLor that operate ncar the balance point of the flow 
disturbances witbouL Lhe hroud could up eL that balance. 
In addiLion, there might well be some unde irable effect 
prod uced by the act ion of the hrouding on the up tream 
boundary-layer coming into the t urbine rotor. These 
eonsidera( ions pr01 ably acco unt for the apparently conAicL-
ing experimental resulL concerning turbine rotor shroucling 
obtained by various inve Ligators. 
SECONDARY FLO W IN 'fA OEM CASCADES 
Flow patterns in tandem cascades .- The con truclion of 
lhe tandem cascade wa de cribed in thc EXPERIME TAL 
SET PS eetion of thi r epo rt. moke trace eli clo cd that 
Lh e mainslrcam followed (he turnings through boLh cascades 
quite smoothly. The econdary-flow pattern in Lb e wall 
boundary layer for each 60° ea cade by itself was the sam e 
as sllown previously (fig. 25 to 2 ); lhat is, each generated 
its own pas age vorLex, whi h then extended downstream: 
The behayjor of t he vortex generated by the up tream 
cascade proYided t il(' ehiefinte l'est in thi £lo l\'-visualization 
study. Thi ,'ortex did not t urn a mu ch as t he main fl ow in 
pas ing throLlO'h the downstream ca cade. In tcad, it di -
played a tronO' tendency to continue in the arne direction 
as when it left the up tream ca cade. W11 cn the relative 
spacing of thc ea cacle IVa uch that this vortex passed 
through the clown tream ea cade \\~ithout touching a bll1cle 
there, it was not turned back t.o thc axial direction. B ecau e 
of the tup used, it was impossible to gct overhead picture 
of thi phenomenon 0 that the di chargc angle of the vortex 
might bc a certained. The be t e timate that could be madc 
in thi eri c of qual itative studie is that thc vortex tube doe 
t urn somewhat in pa ing through the econd blade row but 
t hat t hc Ii charge angle of the vortex i nearer 60° from axial 
than axial. 
Th e resisttU1Cc to turning of the vortex tub is hown in 
fi gure 45. In figure 45 (a), t he smokc wa s introduced at the 
inlet to the upstream eascadc and at thc wall. T he smoke 
t race is een to eros the pa age in this ca cade. Thc de-
flection of the streamline away from t hc wall also i apparcnt 
from it spa nwise position in the pbotograph a it en ter the 
econd or dOl\'n tream ca cade. Then ( cc fig, 45 (a)), the 
vortex tube, in tead of turning with the main flow, procced 
in it path until it collides with the pres ure surface of a blade 
in the second cascade. An observer could see the flow in 
the vortex tubc strikc the pre urc surface and deflect down-
strcam. At the low airspeeds of thcsc te ts, flow separation 
wa observed on the pr sure surface of the blade in the region 
of the impact. 
Figure 45 (b) show the samc phenomeno n. when thc smoke 
i introduced at a different position in t he inlet boundary 
laycr of the fu· t ea cadc. 
Remarks on secondary fl ows in tandem cascades .- This 
tandem-cascade investigation demonstrate the resi tance to 
tu rning of the econdary-flo,\~ vorti es a they extend do\ n-
stream. Thc prcliminary results of these te ts indicate one 
way in which the econclary flow , with little actual energy 
involvemcnt pcr e, may give risc to con iderable 10 ses as a 
1'e ult of their bchavior in ub equent taae of turboma-
chines. Thi behavio r pattern of the vortex tube suggests 
the need for fur ther investigations into the naturc of the 
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vOl'tice , the way they penetrate the main flow ficld , and 
what becomes of the main flow in the vicinity of the origin 
of the rolled-up vortex and along the path the vortex 
traverse . 
CONCLUSIO S 
1. The pattern of econdary-flow behavior in boundary 
layers of cascades and rectangular elbows, which occurs 
whenever there is tmning of th e mainstream, con i t of a 
three-dimensional roll-up of end-wall boundary layer in a 
region near the su Cion surface to form a passage vortex. 0 
trailing-edge vortex phenomenon wa ob erved . The ize 
and tightness of thi pa age vortex depend principally upon 
the turning of the main tream. 
2. It is characteristic of a passage vortex to shift in a dircc-
tion away from the end wall and from the blade suction sur-
facc a it moves down tream and to l' i t ub equent turnings 
with the main tream. The latter r e ult i particularly evidcnt 
in the tandem-cascade tudie, where a vortex pa ing from 
one cascade through another trike the pre sure surface of a 
blade in the down tream cascade and causes flow di tmb-
ance . The e di turbances may account for a large part of 
th e losses attributed to econdary flow in turbomachin s. 
3. The existence of blade tip clearance in a cascade induce 
a vortex near the uction urface (formed from flow under 
the blade tip ), which rotate in a direction opposite to the 
pa age vortex. The tip-clearance vortex di places the 
pa a<Ye vortex from the r egion neal' the blade suction mIaee 
and rotate ide by side with it without appreciable mLxin<Y. 
The magnitude of the t ip-clearance vortex varie with blad e 
loading. 
4 . When relative moLion ma L beLw en Lhe cascade blad 
and th e cascade end wall, the leading mfaces of the blades 
with moderate blade tip tagger" crape" up entrained fluid 
near the wall and impart a rolling motion to the air in thi 
region, while, on the trailing surface, boundary-layer fluid 
i a pirated off the blade onto the wall. With th e pre ure 
urface leading (compl'es or ca e), the~ craping eIl'ecL im-
prove blade tip-loading characteristic. With the uction 
sLlrface leading (tmbine a e) the scraping effect i detri-
mental to blade Lip-loading characteristic . F or turbine 
with high blade tip tagger , i t appeal' possible to obtain 
a balanc beLween tip-clearance efr ct and pa age vortex 
and blade-scraping effects. As a r e ult, the nOrman)T large 
eli turbed-flow area (an 1 deterioration of lurbin e blade per-
formance at Lhe tip) near lll e uction urface can be redu ced . 
5. The pa sage voriex forma lion i th e principal econdary-
now phenomenon in reeLangular bends, a j L i in ca cade . 
However , as a re Lilt of Lb e nose effect in cascade, Lhe 
boundary-layer now ar noti ceably different from tho e 
in bends. 
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